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Introduction.

Smoke.Network is a pioneering social media blockchain for the cannabis 

community designed to rewards users for their participation on a 

blockchain based social network. 

The rewards are self-funding and the blockchain and all data is 

decentralized and owned by its users. It features a, distributed open 

source blockchain inspired by Dan Larimer's ideas on Mutual Aid 

Societies [BYTEMASTER 2015] and is powered by a Delegated Proof of 

Stake consensus protocol.   

Rewards are issued to users who make a meaningful contribution to the 

community through posting original content and through curating and 

up-voting high-quality content. 

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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Introduction 

continued.

Unlike other popular social networks, Smoke.Network is not controlled by 

a central authority. There is not a single person that can modify the rules 

or governance of the application, or censor any users from accessing the 

application. The network is instead owned by all users and coin holders 

in a distributed manner. This creates an incentive for all users to help 

grow the network together and rewards the users that provide the most 

value for their contributions. 

The first front-end application built on the Smoke Network blockchain is 

https://smoke.io, the Smoke.Network Minimal Viable Product (MVP). It 

was built to showcase basic features of the network and allows users to 

post images and articles, share stories as well as up-vote, follow and 

curate content created by others on an immutable censorship resistant 

blockchain. The ability to review strains and local dispensaries will be 

rolled out at a later date, as well as a grow journal and grow tracking 

application.   

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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Background.

The Exploding Legal Cannabis Market

Research from industry experts points toward a 60% year over year 

compound growth for the legal cannabis industry as a whole [FORBES 

2017] from the current estimated global market size of $7.7 billion to 

reach $31.4 billion by 2021. Smoke Network is positioned to take full 

advantage of the growing global legalization movement and the 

impending legalization of recreational cannabis globally. 

Based on stats from the United Nations’ World Drug Report [UNODC.ORG 

2017] there are an estimated 182 million cannabis users globally, with 40 

million of those users residing in the USA. By cornering a portion of this 

market Smoke Network aims to create a vibrant online community 

centered around cannabis culture that benefits all participants in the 

network. 

The market for cannabis social networks has already been validated by 

competing websites and apps which have millions of users per month 

and have IPO’d valuations of as high as $5 million [CRUNCHBASE 2018]. 

The growing cannabis industry has created a platform where cannabis 

culture is being legitimized in popular media and marijuana users are 

becoming more and more open about their cannabis use and are looking 

for new communities to engage with, while at the same time marijuana 

brands are looking for new ways to reach their customers. 

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/monazhang/2017/11/07/global-marijuana-market-31-billion-investors-cautious/#2e76bac57297
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Background continued.

An Established Online Cannabis Community

420Smokers.us is an online cannabis brand founded by the creators of 

Smoke Network when cryptocurrency and decentralized applications 

were still a relatively new concept and no blockchain existed that could 

handle enough transactions per second to pull off a decentralized social 

network. Since then the 420Smokers fan base has grown to over 500 000 

passionate cannabis users [FACEBOOK 2017] and blockchain 

technology has evolved to allow our vision to come to reality. Being well 

attuned to the wants and needs of real-world stoners, we feel capable of 

driving adoption of Smoke.Network beyond the scope of speculators and 

crypto traders. 

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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The Rise of Steem

In 2016 the Steem blockchain was launched and distributed $1.3 million 

dollars to its users [Bitcoin.com 2016] only months after launching. Since 

then it’s most popular website front-end has grown to become one of the 

top 500 highest traffic websites in the US and one of the top 1500 most 

popular websites in the world [ALEXA 2017] serving millions of pages of 

content per day. The popularity of the Steem platform has proved the 

demand for rewards based on social networks on the global market. 

https://420smokers.us/
https://web.facebook.com/420smokers.us/'
https://web.facebook.com/420smokers.us/
https://smoke.network/
https://news.bitcoin.com/steemit-awards-1-3-m-users/
https://news.bitcoin.com/steemit-awards-1-3-m-users/
https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/steemit.com#?sites=steemit.com
https://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/steemit.com#?sites=steemit.com


Background continued.

Smoke Network is Born

After our first ICO in August 2017, we built an alpha version of the Smoke 

Network application running on the Steem blockchain which rewards 

users in Steem for their posts. This demo is still running and received 

great reviews from the wider community. After this, we set out to improve 

this design in our beta application. To see our current roadmap click here. 

As cannabis gains wider and wider mainstream acceptance Smoke 

Network will position itself as the go-to tool for cannabis-related social 

media, strain reviews, dispensary reviews, grow journals, peer-to-peer 

marketplace and high-quality cannabis related content. 

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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User Personas

We have identified the core Smoke.Network users personas for 

participation on our network below in order to ensure our vision is 

aligned with the needs of our users.  

Regular cannabis users who are looking for high-quality cannabis 

content.  Cannabis users who are passionate about cannabis and 

enjoy consuming and sharing high-quality cannabis related content.

https://alpha.smoke.network/
https://beta.smoke.network/
https://smoke.network/roadmap
https://smoke.network/


Background continued.
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User Personas Continued

High-quality cannabis content producers. These are users who want to 

produce high-quality content for a network that rewards them for their 

input. Popular cannabis related content includes images, product or 

strain reviews, grow journals, dispensary reviews, detailed editorial 

guides, as well as video and other media.

Cannabis brands looking to promote their products organically. 

Although Smoke Network will not serve advertisements directly, 

cannabis brands including seed banks, dispensaries and smoking 

peripheral manufacturers are all likely to find value in participating 

organically in the network to create a following for their brands in the 

trillion dollar cannabis industry without the risk of censorship.

Those who purchase SMOKE expecting the network to grow. These 

are users who purchase SMOKE expecting the network to grow to a 

point whereby they can sell their SMOKE to another user. These users 

are incentivized to contribute and remain active on the network by 

earning content curation rewards through using their voting power to 

curate high-quality content. This simultaneously grows each users 

pool of smoke while at the same time growing the popularity of the 

Smoke Network as a whole. 

Some users may fall into more than one (or all) of the above categories. 

We believe we can tap into each of these markets and build a 

community where the outcome is net positive for all participants.  

https://smoke.network/


Problems with social 
media and cannabis.

Traditional social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and 

Twitter have a number of problems that plague cannabis related content. 

These include but are not limited to the following: 
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Censorship

Cannabis-related content is often censored or removed without warning 

on popular social media platforms. Many users have reported having 

Facebook pages with tens of thousand followers being shut down 

without warning [VICE 2017] simply for posting Cannabis related content. 

Even legal cannabis businesses are often targeted [CNBC 2017] with 

some even having their pages shut down multiple times in the same year 

[CNET 2018]. This creates an environment where cannabis users and 

businesses are constantly at risk of losing their social influence due to 

interference from anti-cannabis advocates. Cannabis content can often 

be flagged and users can lose their groups consisting of thousands of 

passionate followers.  

https://smoke.network/
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/jpzpng/facebooks-war-on-weed-is-totally-legal-but-it-still-sucks-weedweek2017'
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/jpzpng/facebooks-war-on-weed-is-totally-legal-but-it-still-sucks-weedweek2017'
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/12/facebook-takes-down-pages-of-some-legal-alaska-pot-shops.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/weed-dispensaries-tech-companies-google-instagram-ces-2018/


Problems with social 
media and cannabis 
continued.
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No Rewards for Users

Despite the endless hours of effort users put into producing content for 

popular social media sites, users do not get rewarded for the content they 

produce regardless of how popular or influential it is. Instead, large 

companies such as Facebook rake in billions of dollars in profits every 

year [ADWEEK 2017] in advertising revenue that they keep for 

themselves. Smoke Network will allow every-day cannabis users and 

enthusiasts to earn cryptocurrency through their passion and reward 

users for producing high-quality content which is valuable to the 

cannabis community. Any contribution or third-party products built on 

these networks have to find alternative means of revenue to monetize 

their content and applications such as through ads controlled by the 

networks [FACEBOOK 2017]. 

https://smoke.network/
http://www.adweek.com/digital/facebook-raked-in-9-16-billion-in-ad-revenue-in-the-second-quarter-of-2017/
http://www.adweek.com/digital/facebook-raked-in-9-16-billion-in-ad-revenue-in-the-second-quarter-of-2017/
https://developers.facebook.com/products/audience-network/overview/
https://developers.facebook.com/products/audience-network/overview/


Problems with social 
media and cannabis 
continued.
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Privacy Concerns and No Ownership of Data

Since the advent of social media millions of users has expressed criticism 

over a lack of privacy on social media. Popular social media sites willingly 

collect information on their users in order to show them relevant 

advertisements that they believe will generate them profit, regardless of 

the users well being or personal happiness. This ‘data mining’ is also 

done via dozens of additional third-party apps that are able to connect 

with social networks and extract users information for their own benefit 

without any consideration for the user. In addition, centralized social 

networks ‘own’ the data that users post on their networks and users 

themselves have no control over how it is used. 

https://smoke.network/


Problems with social 
media and cannabis 
continued.
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The ‘Walled Garden’ 

Social media companies, driven by shareholder profits, keep users on 

their platforms for as long as possible. Often this comes at the cost of the 

user's wellbeing. This ‘walled garden’ approach aimed to keep users in a 

continuous feedback loop where they spend endless hours on the 

platform without gaining anything valuable only to be served a countless 

number of intrusive ads. 

Fake News

The profit-driven algorithms that drive popular social media site are easily

exploitable by fake news stories, a phenomenon that even some of

Facebooks biggest early supporters are speaking out against [BUSINESS

INSIDER 2017]. This kind of viral spreading of misinformation has even

led to the deaths of innocent people in India and other countries

[THEVERGE 2017].  

https://smoke.network/
http://www.businessinsider.com/ex-facebook-president-sean-parker-social-network-human-vulnerability-2017-11
https://www.theverge.com/2017/12/11/16761016/former-facebook-exec-ripping-apart-society


Benefits of smoke 
network.

Smoke Network offers several benefits over traditional social networks:   
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Censorship Resistant

Smoke Network is a decentralized and immutable blockchain based

social network that offers cannabis users full resistance to censorship by

governments and institutions such as Facebook and Instagram who

regularly ban cannabis related pages without warning. This creates an

environment where cannabis content producers can safely post high-

quality content and build a loyal base of followers without the risk of

losing their hard work on the whims of a bureaucratic organization.

Because the network runs on a delegated proof of stake blockchain,

anyone is free to post and view any content they wish, without

censorship. Front-end applications running on the blockchain such as

https://smoke.io have some control over the content they display, but

they have no control over the actual data. This data is stored safely on the

blockchain and can never be lost as long as there are active participants

on the network. 

https://smoke.network/
https://smoke.io/


Benefits of smoke 
network continued.
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Incentivized

On Smoke Network, users are rewarded in SMOKE, a cryptocurrency 

exchangeable for other cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, 

based on the number and quality of upvotes that their content receives 

on the network. Our profile scoring algorithm weights reward for users 

based on the amount of SMOKE that they own on the network, as well as 

the authority of the user based on the quality of their own followers and 

content. Inflation is set at a fixed rate per annum and all new SMOKE 

created is allocated to users. This creates a system where users are 

continually incentivized to curate and post quality content in return for 

monetary rewards paid out by the network. 

https://smoke.network/


Benefits of smoke 
network continued.
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Private and Decentralized

Smoke Networks pseudo-anonymous structure means that users who 

value their privacy have no reason to input any personal information. One 

can interact with the chain via a pseudonym and have all the benefits of a 

user that has given up some or all of their personal information away from 

their published content. With the sensitive and often taboo regard many 

people hold for cannabis despite it’s growing legalization, many users 

may be afraid to post cannabis related content on traditional social media 

networks such as Facebook for fear of being ‘called out’ by an employer 

or family member. Using Smoke.Network eliminates this risk entirely for 

such users that keep their smoke account free from personal info and 

connections. 

https://smoke.network/


Benefits of smoke 
network continued.
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Community Curation vs Algorithmic Curation

The manual community curation aspect of Smoke Network combined 

with the ability to downvote posts means that fake news and inaccurate 

information is less likely to spread. Most popular social media sites have 

algorithms which actively promote any content, even if it is fake, as they 

are not smart enough to tell the difference between real and fake 

information. These algorithms help to spread misinformation and 

maximize user engagement regardless of the cost. On Smoke Network, 

users are actively involved in the content curation process and are even 

paid for their time discovering new content through curation rewards. 

This means the chance of misinformation spreading or going viral is 

much lower thanks to the human element. 

Smart Rewards System

Our profile scoring algorithm is designed to combat spam and abuse on 

the network by large holders of SMOKE. It takes into account the 

authority of a users account when deciding the payout of an upvote, not 

just the amount of SMOKE the user holds, to ensure that the quality of the 

network as a whole is not compromised by large holders of SMOKE who 

may be promoting or producing low-quality content or selling upvotes.  

https://smoke.network/


Smoke roadmap.

Smoke Network plans to offer a number of products built into the 

platform that will create an attractive alternative for cannabis users and 

enthusiasts compared to traditional social media and cannabis websites. 

The next implementation scheduled for Q1 2018 will include a live test- 

net with a basic web app to access the application following shortly after. 

Users will be able to post images, reviews and blog posts as well as 

upvote and downvote contributions, follow friends and explore content 

and users on the network. 

Following the initial test-net application, we will begin building additional 

functionality and applications such as a strain and dispensary review app 

and a grow journal. 

Once our final application main-net is launched, contributors will be able 

to start to earn SMOKE on the network. Users will be able to cash out their 

SMOKE and exchange it for other blockchain based coins through an 

exchange. 

To see our full roadmap and past achievements click here. Our short-term 

roadmap for our customized chain and application includes the 

following: 

SMOKE WHITEPAPER 2.0
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https://smoke.network/roadmap
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Smoke roadmap 
continued.
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Phase 1: Social Networking 

The core of Smoke Network will be it’s social media features.  

Users can post stories on the network stored on the blockchain 

Content types: Articles, Images, Trip Reports 

Users can upvote or downvote posts 

Users are rewarded in SMOKE when their posts are upvoted 

Users are rewarded in SMOKE when posts they have upvoted become 

popular (content curation rewards) 

Rewards are given per upvote based on:                                                              

                       - 1. Number of SMOKE the up-voting user holds                          

                       - 2. The users influence on the network calculated by their    

                               popularity on the network

Homepage with custom feed and filters 

Explore page for discovering new content 

Wallet for managing funds and SMOKE transactions 

My Profile for editing basic profile information 

Settings for managing user settings 

Anticipated test-net launch date:  

Q1 2018 

Anticipated main-net launch date along with smoke.io front-end switched 

over to main-net chain:  

Q3 2018 

https://smoke.network/


Smoke roadmap 
continued.
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Phase 2 - Strain Reviews

The second feature implemented on the Smoke Network blockchain will 

be our strain review database.  

Add additional content type ‘Strain Review’ 

List of strains stored on the blockchain added manually by 

Smoke Network

The user can select a strain to review that exists in the database 

Users with X amount of SMOKE can suggest new strains for inclusion 

Advanced search feature + landing page with popular strains 

Individual strain page for each strain 

Users can score strains from 1 to 10 along with a required 

written review  

Strain reviews can be upvoted by users like normal posts 

Users will receive rewards from upvotes on strain reviews in the 

same way as normal posts

Anticipated test-net strain review database launch along with strain demo 

front-end:  

Q3 2018 

Anticipated main-net strain review database launch along with 

strain review front-end post type inclusions:  

Q4 2018 

https://smoke.network/


Smoke roadmap 
continued.
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Phase 3 - Dispensary Reviews

The third feature to be implemented on the Smoke Network blockchain 

will be focused on legal marijuana dispensary reviews. 

Add additional content type ‘Dispensary Review’ 

List of dispensaries stored on the blockchain added manually by 

Smoke Network 

Users with X amount of SMOKE can suggest new dispensaries for 

inclusion 

Advanced geo search feature + landing page with popular 

dispensaries near you 

Individual dispensary page for each dispensary 

Users can score dispensaries from 1 to 10 along with a required written 

review   

Dispensary reviews can be upvoted by users like normal posts 

Users will receive rewards from upvotes on dispensary reviews in the 

same way as normal posts 

Anticipated test-net dispensary review database launch along with 

dispensary demo front-end:  

Q4 2018 

Anticipated main-net dispensary review database launch along 

with front-end post type inclusions:  

Q1 2019 

https://smoke.network/


Smoke.io.
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MVP Features

Our first front-end Minimum Viable Application (MVP) launched on the 

Smoke blockchain, https://smoke.io will contain core social media 

networking features on the network and will demonstrate the ability to 

browse, upvote, and get paid for contributions on the network into an on- 

site wallet. 

Features of https://smoke.io include a streamlined user sign up page, a 

customisable homepage feed filterable by content type, an explore page 

for finding and curating new content on the fly, a wallet page for 

managing SMOKE earned and processing withdrawals and deposits, a 

profile page for viewing and editing profile information, as well as a basic 

settings page to customise your experience on the network. 

Pages

HOME 

EXPLORE 

WALLET 

MY PROFILE 

SETTINGS 

SINGLE POST  

https://smoke.network/
https://smoke.io/
https://smoke.io/


Competing with 
existing cannabis 
websites and apps.
Smoke Network front-end applications running on the Smoke Network 

blockchain will be competing with a number of traditional centralized 

cannabis websites and apps. These products have already been 

validated by the large demand for cannabis social networks within the 

cannabis community.  We aim to improve substantially on offerings from 

current leading cannabis apps and attract a large segment of the global 

cannabis community to participate in the network: 
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Unique Selling Points

Incentivized Viral Growth  - Users are incentivized to earn 

cryptocurrency on the network. This is one of our number one selling 

points and to help spark viral growth.

Blockchain Benefits - Blockchain technology brings distinct 

advantages to content producers including an immutable record of 

content and immunity to censorship.

World Class Designs - Superior user experience than competitors 

through both innovative features and high quality, user-friendly 

designs.

Aggressive Marketing - We have an experienced marketing team and 

large marketing budget for aggressive expansion and getting the 

word out about Smoke Network and growing the community to a 

critical mass. 

https://smoke.network/


Competing with 
existing cannabis 
websites and apps 
continued.
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Putting the User First

The Smoke.Network app was built for a broad array of users including 

users that do not necessarily understand how cryptocurrencies work. The 

familiar onboarding experience borrowed from apps such as Instagram 

and Medium go along way in allowing the user to sign up and use the 

app freely, without the need for unwanted ads, data mining, or paying a 

premium fee to use any features. 

Users are able to post, review and communicate with their friends in their 

own self-interest by earning a cryptocurrency they can either cash out 

instantly or reinvest to gain more potential rewards on the platform. 

Through our purpose built blockchain, expert user experience design, 

aggressive marketing, incentivized rewards for users and innovative 

product design from the ground up, we aim to provide a better 

experience than existing alternatives on a number of levels. 

https://smoke.network/


Technology.
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Delegated Proof of Stake Consensus Model

Smoke.Network operates on a standalone Delegated Proof of Stake 

(DPoS) blockchain. Invented by Dan Larimer, the hugely successful 

founder of both Bitshares and Steem, DPoS has a number of distinct 

advantages over competing consensus models such as Proof of Work 

(PoW), which wastes massive amounts of electricity [NYTIMES 

2018], employed by market leaders such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

Apart from energy efficiency DPoS provides a combination of speed and 

scalability that current PoW chains such as Ethereum lack. We believe 

this technology, already implemented successfully on Bitshares and 

Steem, and in the upcoming launch of the new EOS platform, will provide 

our users with the fastest and most robust blockchain possible for their 

needs. 

We will be building on top of trusted technology already powering 

popular sites such as Steem and Bitshares which currently handle 

hundreds of transactions every second and serve millions of users every 

month. In comparison, Bitcoin and Ethereum can both only handle less 

than 10 transactions per second due to the additional computing 

requirements imposed by PoW. 

https://smoke.network/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/21/technology/bitcoin-mining-energy-consumption.html


Technology continued.
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Dans Larimers Original Mutual Aid Society Model 

In Dan’s original Mutual Aid Society model [BYTEMASTER 2015], which 

formed the inspiration for the Steem platform, the consensus model for 

voting rewards on content is achieved via stake-weighted voting and 

game theory. This was the original basis for the Steem network and is 

designed in such a way that every positive action rewards the entire 

community. However, various issues cropped up which eventually 

created manipulation on the network [STEEMIT 2016]. 

No system is perfect and at Smoke Network we have taken notes from the 

real work application of Dan Larimer’s model in order to create a system 

that is robust and is designed to negate as many negative aspects as 

possible from this governance model. 

“Hundreds of thousands of individuals have been arrested and prosecuted 

for mere possession of cannabis. While many of these individuals need it 

for medical reasons, most of the people involved had their lives negatively 

impacted despite never harming anyone.”- Dan Larimer, Mutual Aid 

Society, Bytemaster Blog 2015 

https://smoke.network/
http://bytemaster.github.io/update/2015/12/31/Mutual-Aid-Society/
https://steemit.com/steem/@dantheman/evil-whales


Technology continued.
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Live Test-net 

The smoke network test-net in development. 

To find out more about becoming a witness or joining our live bounty 

program as we finish the development of all planned features please visit 

our website. 

More details on our development process will be uploaded as 

an Appendix at the end of this document. 

https://smoke.network/
https://smoke.network/


Contributions.
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Smoke Cryptocurrency (SMOKE) 

Smoke Coins are the primary token of the Smoke.Network. To invest in 

the network users will be able to buy SMOKE, a native cryptocurrency 

used to power the working blockchain, via our ICO or on an exchange. 

Users can ‘vest’ their smoke (invest it back into the network for a set 

period of time) to receive Vested Smoke (SP) which can be used for 

increasing content curation rewards. Users can also send their SMOKE 

out to an exchange for trading.   

Content Contributions 

The Smoke Network platform is open to all users and a small amount of 

Vested Smoke (SP) is assigned to all new users accounts for use on the 

network. This allows new users who are skilled content producers to 

produce high-quality content for the cannabis community and begin 

earning rewards immediately. In addition, anti-spam features will ensure 

that regular contributors are on equal footing with large SMOKE holders 

who may seek to manipulate the network. 

https://smoke.network/


Contributions 
continued.
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Content Curation 

Due to the way the Smoke Network is set up, even content consumers 

who do not produce valuable content can contribute meaningfully to the 

network through curating high-quality content via upvotes. If content that 

a user was one of the first to upvote becomes popular on the network, 

they stand to gain a large portion of the curation rewards set out in the 

rewards pool. Through up-voting high-quality content, over time content 

curators stand to earn a significant stake in the network for their 

contribution. 

Feature Development 

We are constantly looking to improve on Smoke Network and are always 

on the hunt for talented developers to build additional applications and 

services to help grow and improve on the platform. Developers within the 

community are free to participate in our bounty program for the chance to 

earn SMOKE for developing new planned features or create their own 

app or features. This helps to create more value for the community as a 

whole through the availability of additional apps and tools. For more info 

on available bounties please visit our website. 

https://smoke.network/
https://smoke.network/
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Capital Contributions 

Capital contributions to the Smoke.Network will come from those buying 

SMOKE on peer to peer exchanges. In the Smoke.Network community 

capital is offered in return for a stake in the network and the ability to 

make full use of any running application front-ends available on the web 

or mobile. Those who purchase SMOKE profit from the community’s 

growth and rewards or suffer when the community is stifled. Capital 

contributions are an important part of a valuable growing economy and 

the value of Smoke coins (SMOKE). 

https://smoke.network/
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Distributing New Coins

Cryptocurrency is largely distributed via either proof of work or via an 

ICO. In these systems users either provide proof of work (PoW) via 

‘mining’ or capital contributions (an ICO) used to sell the tokens to the 

community. 

In order to diversify ownership of the network and limit the potential for 

any bad players (large holders of SMOKE looking to manipulate the 

network) we will be distributing SMOKE via a number of avenues to our 

community, including an Airdrop Event and an ICO Event.  

SMOKE ICO Event

Smoke Network will hold an ICO event starting on the 20th of April 2018 

(4/20) until the 25th of May 2018. This will allow community members 

who are invested in our vision to contribute towards the network and 

allow the capital required for mainstream growth and adoption. 

SMOKE received during the ICO period will give the users additional 

voting power when the network launches that they can use to help grow 

the network and reward users for high quality or meaningful 

contributions.

https://smoke.network/
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SMOKE Airdrop Event

To help attract a community of users while also diversifying the 

distribution of SMOKE, Smoke Network will hold an Airdrop event starting 

on the 15th of February 2018 until the 1st July 2018. Over 174,000,000 

SMOKE will be allocated to the community over this period. The goal is to 

spread awareness to marijuana users who are active on social media and 

are open to trying out a new social network that rewards them for their 

content. 

Airdropped SMOKE will be distributed during our distribution event 

scheduled for August 2018. Details on how to claim users SMOKE will be 

sent to their email address on file over this period. 

https://smoke.network/
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Network Inflation

Distribution is challenging for a cryptocurrency token as the work must 

be provably fair while not requiring trusted third parties to validate it. 

Bitcoin uses an algorithm to determine and limit the rate at which new 

coins are produced via mining.  

To accomplish this we mimic the mechanics of cryptocurrencies such as 

Bitcoin by having a set reward per day powered by an inflation rate that 

trends downwards over time. This allows the network to fund the rewards 

pool every day and reward work daily, regardless of the quantity. Instead 

of the wasted electricity and resources used by PoW coins the new 

supply of SMOKE will go directly to those that contribute to the network 

in a meaningful way. 

Limited Voting

Users can only evaluate a certain amount of quality content per day and 

as such will be limited to a certain number of votes per day. This will help 

to negate bots and negative behavior associated with mass voting and 

spam. 

https://smoke.network/
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Delayed Payouts

When a user receives a payout for a post that has been upvoted, they 

receive the SMOKE rewards in vested SP. This ensures users and 

investors cannot cash out or cause wild market fluctuations. If users 

would like to cash out they will have to convert SP to SMOKE via the 

divesting schedule. 

https://smoke.network/
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The core team behind Smoke.Network is part of an innovative news and 

media company consisting of experienced cannabis community 

engineers, blockchain experts, digital product designers and online 

marketing professionals based in Germany. Product and application 

development is handled by experienced blockchain consultants, content 

creators and seasoned graphene blockchain developers from across the 

world. 

Jonathan Hunter -  CEO / Founder

Involved in cryptocurrencies since 2013 and investor in multiple local 

marijuana accessories and grow kit shops, Jonathan has since 

completely immersed himself in the blockchain and cannabis niche. 

Through his experience developing and marketing multiple successful 

Cannabis websites and communities along with direct business 

experience in the cannabis niche, he has a firm grasp of the needs of 

cannabis users, investors, and growers to ensure the Smoke Network 

project is aligned properly with community needs and interests. 

https://smoke.network/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-hunter-726750110
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Patrick Meier -  CIO / Co-Founder

Patrick has half a decades experience in the cannabis niche and is 

directly responsible for growing the 420Smokers.us community to a 

thriving fanbase of over 500 000 users along with direct experience 

managing a network of cannabis social pages spanning upwards of 1 

million users. Patrick brings invaluable experience to the team when it 

comes to online and social media marketing. 

Joseph Ashburner -  CMO / Co-Founder

Joseph is a seasoned project manager, product developer, and 

successful business owner. Most recently he founded LaptopNinja, one 

of the worlds most popular laptop comparison shopping websites. His 

experience with project management and user experience design as well 

as aggressive online marketing and search engine optimization will 

ensure that Smoke Networks products remain ahead of the competition. 

https://smoke.network/
https://www.facebook.com/420smokers.us
https://za.linkedin.com/in/josephashburner
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Tuan Pham Anh - Blockchain Developer

Tuan is Co-Founder and lead developer for Peerity, a social connection 

and activity platform that connects communities and organizations 

together with the goal of providing tools for communities to thrive. Taking 

on a role as one of our core blockchain developers, Tuan's successful 

track record and blockchain development skills are a force to be 

reckoned with. 

Wenzani -  Lead Developer

Having successfully built a payment processing application on Steem, 

Wenzani is highly familiar with graphene-based blockchains and systems. 

Wenzani also manages his own team of freelancers that work under his 

leadership. Wenzani's greatest assets are his dedication and love for his 

work. 

Nicu Robert G - Front-End Developer

In the last 8 years, Nicu has developed a wide range of responsive 

websites and applications using PHP, mySql, Javascript (jQuery, AJAX), 

xHTML and CSS(3) including the creation of many successful blockchain 

based application frontends from the ground up.   

https://smoke.network/
https://github.com/baabeetaa/
https://github.com/smokenetwork/
https://github.com/sirrius-a-b
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Smoke.Network is based on the profound potential of blockchain 

technology to transform the way we interact online. Building on the 

technology laid out by Bitcoin and Dan Larimer's vision for a mutual aid 

society, it allows for content creators to earn real-world rewards for their 

contribution to the network. 

This model has several benefits over traditional social media applications 

which are centralized and based on profits for a select few, as opposed to 

the whole network.  Although not without its hurdles, we strongly believe 

Smoke Network has the power to transform the online cannabis space 

through a dedicated team, a pioneering blockchain technology (DPoS) 

and a strong global community of cannabis users ready to embrace the 

freedom and principles outlined by the use of blockchain technology. 

Website BetaPitch Deck

https://smoke.network/
https://smoke.network/
http://beta.smoke.network/
https://smoke.network/Smoke-Pitch-Deck.pdf

